James C. Hughes
2535i Prado de Ambar
Calabasas, CA 91302
Direct dial: 818.429.0188
Facsimile: 818.225.9513
Email: ihughes@iimhugheslaw.com
November 8, 2019
Department of City Planning
City of Los Angeles
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Re: Appeal By Louisville High School
Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. 67505 and Related Filings
22241-22255 West Mulholland Drive (the "Project")
Appeal Application Section 4
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I am counsel to Louisville High School ("Louisville") which is located
directly across Mulholland Drive from the proposed Project. I am also a member
of the Louisville Board of Directors and the parent of a Louisville alumna with long
time personal knowledge of the facts and circumstances discussed below. At my
client's request, this will constitute Louisville's responses to Section 4 of the
Appeal Application concurrently filed by Louisville regarding the Project.
4-

JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL
Is the entire decision, or only parts of being appealed? ENTIRE DECISION
Are specific conditions of approval being appealed? NO
REASONS FOR APPEAL

A.
Reason For Appeal: Louisville is located at 22300 Mulholland Drive,
directly across from the Project. In this area, Mulholland Drive is a bi-directional
(single lane in each direction) arterial that serves as the critical east-west traffic
thoroughfare between Topanga Canyon Boulevard on the east and the xoi Freeway
on the west. Mulholland Drive is the only means of vehicular ingress and egress to
Louisville for its student body, faculty, staff, and visitors to the campus.
Louisville's prime concerns relating to the Project involve (i) traffic
considerations, (ii) density of the Project, and (iii) the impacts of the Project
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design which negatively impacts the safe, quiet, and orderly mutual co-existence of
the Project and its residents with the Louisville educational environment that has
occupied its present site since the 1950's.
Regarding traffic, at existing peak student arrival and departure times,
traffic conditions on Mulholland Drive are significantly impacted by the flow of
significant levels of commuter and local east and west-bound traffic on Mulholland
Drive, as well as Louisville-bound traffic coming from both directions. The
narrowness of Mulholland Drive in this area combined with few available
alternative routes causes even the slightest disruption in traffic flow to result in
major disruption of traffic in the area. Therefore, it is essential that additional
traffic loads on Mulholland Drive in this area be avoided to prevent exacerbation
of an already substandard condition.
Given this background, Louisville believes it is essential that the Project
design direct traffic flow away from Mulholland Drive onto San Feliciano Drive or
other available arteries. There are four (4) homes identified on the Project Vesting
Tentative Tract Map No. 67505 (the "Tract Map") (i.e., Lots 1-4) which are
proposed to ingress and egress from Mulholland Drive. These lots should be
reconfigured to take their ingress and egress from streets other than Mulholland
Drive. This will have the benefit of alleviating area-wide traffic problems on
Mulholland Drive which have the potential to affect a large number of daily
commuters, as well as Louisville.
Regarding density of the Project, the site and area conditions are far from
optimal for development of the proposed nineteen (19) single family homes,
whether or not this is the maximum nominally allowed under the applicable
zoning. Site conditions are often a check on maximum development plans.
Careful re-consideration should be given to the reduction of density of the Project
to make it more compatible with the site, as well as alleviate substantial impacts
on the surrounding community and traffic infrastructure.
Regarding the safeguarding of the peaceful coexistence of the longtime
Louisville operations with the proposed new residential use of the Project,
additional consideration must be given to impacts of the Project design, density,
and situation of homes vis-a-vis the existing use and operations of adjacent or
nearby uses such as Louisville's. Except for references in the City public reports
regarding the Project to the repeated voicing of objections by Louisville, SOS, and
other groups, there is little, if any, treatment of these objections by the City in the
public record.
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B. Specifically The Points At Issue: Please see the discussion above at
Section A.
C.
How You Are Aggrieved By The Decision: Please see the discussion
above at Section A. In addition, the safety and security of Louisville students, as
well as the preservation of an orderly and reasonably quiet residential
environment in the area, are primary responsibilities of Louisville. You will note
Louisville has not stated a desire to block all development of the Project property,
but has taken exception to those aspects of the Project which directly threaten
Louisville's ability to pursue its mission of educating the next generation of our
leaders.
D.
Why You Believe The Decision-Maker Erred Or Abused Their
Discretion. Based on the public record, the decision-maker appeared to pay
insufficient attention to conditions in the area, particularly traffic conditions, after
determining traffic conditions were at level D. The only project alternatives
considered were either "no project" or "park use." A smaller version the Project,
reconfigured and without Mulholland Drive ingress or egress, would have been a
far more productive exercise.
For the above and other reasons which will be discussed at the hearing of
this matter, Louisville objects to the proposed approval of the Project in its current
form and configuration.

Respectfully subrfiitited,

/

JamdsCT
es
•unsel for Louisville High School
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